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INTRODUCTION

In the early 1980s Benedict Anderson posited nationalisms
as social movements and expression underwritten by a col-
lectively imagined community.1  Since then, scholars have cri-
tiqued numerous assumptions and lacunae of his thesis on
“imagined communities”, emphasizing that there are many

communities within any “nation” and showing the varied and
unequal positionalites from which humans experience (and
imagine) the development of “their” nation.2  In hindsight,
Anderson’s thesis seems to have been more about the commu-
nication structures created by a particular group: modernizing
elites who profited from imagining the nation “as both inhe-
rently limited and sovereign” and successfully disseminated this
affective notion. Yet an interest in the roles of elites within the
reproduction of the nation and its nationalisms has not waned.
In this way, Anderson’s contribution has not only encouraged
the production of a body of scholarship that highlights subal-
tern currents active in the making of the nation, but has also
offered new grounds to advance the study of statecraft. Talal
Asad, for instance, has challenged his portrayal of a horizon-
tally-structured national “public sphere” but recognizes that very
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notion of a “direct access” political participation is itself the
outcome of exclusion and inclusion-making processes organi-
zed though hierarchical power structures of the state.3

Following the insights of Anderson and his commentators,
this article discusses the modernization processes in Colom-
bia from the “Liberal Republic” (a name used to refer to a peri-
od of Liberal government control from 1930 through 1946, al-
though the years leading up to this new government are also
reviewed) that transformed a prior dominant notion of a Co-
lombian “imagined community.” The specific focus is on elite
programs and initiatives that sought to make room for natio-

nal indigeneity within the field of (affective or simply expedi-
ent) identification-making. Indigeneity is taken to mean the
projected relationship between a broadly defined national body

and a (real or symbolic) marker of indigenous (Indian) reality.
Projections of national indigeneity are addressed as conveyed
through political rhetoric and published articles; the establish-
ment of national institutes; and the sponsorship of various types
of art and cultural programs. The projection of indigeneity, or lo
indio, I will show, could appear eclectically (as a discussion
point connected to political mobilizations or sometimes as an
emblem of universal unity). The specific focus here is on the
contentious and “progressive” aspects of “indigenist” or “indi-
anist” interventions in the period, showing why some projecti-
ons were buttressed by the state while others were not. Throu-
gh this historical development, the state discovered the “affec-
tive power” of lo indio as national signifier.4  It was thus able to
present itself as a champion of indigenous “justice” and herita-
ge. Nevertheless, the state-buttressed construction of a mains-

tream indigeneity, which emerged as a result of the state-ga-
thered initiatives under the Liberal Republic, has enabled the
advancement of social agendas that have worked against the
interests of contemporary indigenous groups and communities
or, as we will see, automatically excluded them from a “pu-
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blic” or “mainstream” national discourse. The pattern we will
notice falls in line with Charles Hale’s observations of contem-
porary governance of cultural difference wherein state-level or-
ganizations and other elite parties “‘manage’ multiculturalism
while removing its radical or threatening edge.”5

NEW PROJECTIONS: INDIGENISM

“The sky begins to be covered with the arrows of our trium-

ph. It is time to awake!”6

- From an Article published in the magazine
Universidad (1929)

In the 1920s some Colombian urbanites worried about the
modernizing potential of their nation. Colombia had entered
the twentieth century bankrupt and amidst civil war. By 1903,
Colombia lost an important part of “its” territory: that which
would have it proprietor of the world’s first inter-oceanic canal.
The declaration of Panamanian independence was unaccepta-
ble to most Bogotanos. Yet there was little that the Conserva-
tive Colombian state—organized hundreds of miles from the
Liberal stronghold—could do for them.7  There is a turning po-
int in Colombian history. The Thompson-Urratia treaty of 1921
granted the Colombian state a 25-million dollar indemnity for
the United State’s collusion in the appropriation of the canal
from a newly “free Panama” (but not an apology).8  The treaty
re-established long-strained economic relations between the
two nations, initiating a new chapter of favorable U.S.-Colom-
bia relations. The indemnity, despite state corruption and mis-
management, provided a taste of the modernizing development
for which some Colombians hoped.9

However, other Colombians worried that the nation’s turn
towards “Anglo-Saxon” models of development threatened to
undermine the sovereignty of the nation. During this period, the
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underdog Liberal Party built strength upon such discussions,
presenting itself as the progressive party attuned to the needs
of the Colombian pueblo.10  Discussions over the nation’s pro-
per future trajectory included numerous elite perspectives which
contained an indigenist component. Universidad, a weekly
Bogotá magazine directed by Germán Arciniegas, brought to-
gether many of these debates, effectively inserting the topic of
the “Colombian Indian” within a broader discussion concer-
ned about national and international politics, trends and fashi-
ons. It was a forum for social commentary by many (mostly
young and up-and-coming) “professional diarists” of left and
nonconformist persuasions.11  Universidad thus contributed to
challenges to U.S. imperialism as well as the “ideological and
sentimental motives” of previous generations’ political com-
port. It was thus through a process of direct and indirect in-
ter-textuality that indigenist concerns gained efficacy within
a discussion of (as Universidad framed it) “the actual mo-
ment of Colombia.”12

Within the pages of Universidad indigenists also chastised
the nation’s general disdain for the “autochthonous” and indi-
genous, interpreting it as a social hindrance to national deve-
lopment.13  In contrast, they projected lo indio as an element of
pride and distinction: the basis for a nationalist-indigenism.
This inclusionary gesture was reflected in the layout of the
magazine, which typically featured indigenist art and interwo-
ve “indigenist graphics” (such as text frames and line illustrati-
ons) throughout its pages. The exaltation of a national indige-
neity was often interlaced with a national debate on the “need”
for liberal land reform.14  As a result, writers often conflated
themes concerning lo indio and the campesino under the rubric
of a unified (mestizo, agricultural) national race. Lo indio was
thus a fundamental element of the greater Colombian pueblo.
It was this Indian essence that indigenist authors felt should
orient the policies and character of the democratic state. Ar-
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mando Solano, a Liberal (and at one point socialist) politician,
for instance, asserted Colombia’s proper destiny in terms of an
ancestral “Colombian” telos:

What is the destiny of our race? (…) Is the Colombian sociologist
confronted with a defeated race or one that veils though silence and
aloofness the seeds of the final victory? Do the characteristics of our
pueblo¯of our scant indigenous population and profuse
mestizaje¯lead it to mute disaster and ultimate disappearance, or
do they guarantee a splendid rebirth on the free earth; beneath the
sun that our ancestors (padres) worshiped on the edges of holy
lagoons in mysterious and magnificent rites? 15

Much like Octavio Paz would do in later decades, Solano
offered a prophetic, almost cathartic interpretation of the nati-
on in racial terms, warning of the risk of becoming an “opaque
satellite” to an “Anglo-Saxon” nation. Others in this period si-
milarly promoted indigeneity as a fundamental expression of
the pueblo through art.16  Indigenist sculptor Rómulo Rozo, for
instance, described his artistic calling by recalling an experien-
ce of personal estrangement and salvation: “I thought of my
mother, of my patria and of my girlfriend (novia) and cried bit-
terly (amargamente). Hours later, I gave myself to the race that
had made me happy.”17  Other writers espoused a similar pride
through the projection of an “Indo-American” identity. Here,
Colombia was conceived as the “Chibcha nation” (a reference
to the pre-Columbian Muisca civilization that inhabited central
highland, present-day Colombia) who, amidst a cast of “In-
cas,” “Guaraníes,” and “New Aztecs” (as one commentator
expressed), moved towards a new horizon.18

In more mainstream media, indigenist rhetoric of this kind
could also be intertwined throughout varied discussions that
were not indigenist per se. The widely disseminated, Liberal-
owned newspaper El Tiempo provides numerous examples. A
1929 article by Ramón Rosales, for instance, highlighted Coun-
cilman Luis Alejandro Gaitán’s call for the triple taxation of
public signage that used foreign words, dubbing it a protective
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measure against the “silent invasion” of the “Indo-American”
soul. “If for unjustified reasons we discard Spanish names,”
Rosales stated, “then let us turn to aboriginal names, which
evoke us and whose originality is intimately ours.”19  In other
cases indigenist rhetoric simply helped frame editorial accounts
related to global affairs. An article on Mexican Independence
day, for example, eulogized the “revolutionary” “Aztec” pueblo

for buttressing “the tradition of a freshly indigenous culture
whose renovation favors the state.” The main focus of the arti-
cle, however, seemed to be the author’s suggestion that Mexi-
co will have in the future “the good intelligence” to overcome
the petroleum and financial issues it has endured with the nei-
ghboring “Saxon-American nation.”20  In comparison with the
indigenist discourse of Universidad, then, indigenist evocati-
ons in El Tiempo could exude the same future-oriented, trium-
phant spirit and yet serve to buttress the status quo.

In this way, indigenist rhetoric activated a variety of mea-
nings within an upper-class urban-centered “public sphere.”
This is why it was possible for indigenist evocations to appear
in varied political debates that were not indigenous per se. In
evoking lo indio these speakers activated polysemic “open sig-
nifiers”—words like “ancestors”, “Indio”, or “raza”—liable to
take on a wider range of symbolic content in relation to a dis-
cursive environment.21  In this way, projections of national in-
digeneity generated the “imagined conformity and coherence”
around the class interests of a state leadership.22

The Colombian pavilion at the 1929 Ibero-American Exposi-
tion in Sevilla, organized by the one-time National Museum
Director Ernesto Restrepo Tirado, is a fitting example of the
open or “catch-all” character of indigenist expression at this
time. The pavilion—a 1,200 square-meter, domed structure—
featured exhibits on Colombian coffee and emeralds as well as
displays of archeological artifacts, and other items of interest
to “men of business from diverse countries of the world.”23  The
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event was publicized internationally (and by international wri-
ters) as a celebration of Hispano-American solidarity in “civili-
zation.”24  Participation therefore marked a nation’s parity and
modern engagement within an emerging international econo-
mic arena.25  Far from simply exhibiting indigenous objects and
subject matter as items of the national inventory (as was pre-
viously done in Colombian national pavilions within and beyond
the country), the 1929 pavilion stood out for marking a compe-
tely new “template of nationality.”26  This was achieved throu-
gh the aesthetic organization of the building’s indigenist interi-
or and exterior. Each facade was composed by intricate, indi-
genist-baroque ornamentation, “classical evocations of the Inca
and pre-Inca period” (as one commentator put it).27  Another
commentator, the “Latin Americanist” Percy Alvin Martin, de-
clared the constructing to be “the most beautiful and fascina-
ting of those erected by the Hispanic American republics.”28

Designed by sculptor Rómulo Rozo, it was explained thus in
Universidad:

The cupola is suspended by eight columns that symbolize the myth
of creation. The columns are composed of two intertwined snakes;
the capitals transform into four indigenous heads. The four deities
(dioses) found between the groups of columns represent agricultu-
re, industry, and commerce (sic). The cupola tower is emblazoned
with four giant Indians that support the sacred cup in whose flame
the ideal of the race is raised to the sky.29

The building interior picked up on similar indigenist de-
tails in the exhibit spaces, thus providing a comprehensive
indigenist “theme” to the otherwise economically-oriented re-
ceptions and forums inside. Furthermore, this indigenist pre-
sentation, as Alvin Martin’s commentary made clear, garni-
shed the necessary “cultural distinction” expected of the par-
ticipants at the international event.30  In a highly publicized
occasion, lo indio was thus posited as an element of a natio-
nal “mercantile force”: a compatible expression of an expor-
table Colombianidad.
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In 1930, the Colombian Liberal party took control of the
government with the election of Enrique Olaya Herrera, brin-
ging to an end half a century of Conservative state control.
The change was significant in that it moved marginalized
political discussions closer to the center stage of government.
This enabled the subsequent administrations of the Liberal
Republic to present themselves in the spirit of change and
defiance (brandishing slogans like Revolución en marcha!) and
even gaining the support of organizations like the Colombian
Revolutionary Socialist Party.31  Nationalist-indigenist energi-
es also benefited the state as pro-Indian ideologues and bu-
reaucrats garnished official posts within the new government.
This was the case for Germán Arciniegas (the man behind
Universidad) who, as we will see, became an ombudsmen for
Liberal Republic administrations and at one point served as
director of the Ministry of Education.

Official projections of indigeneity organized under the state,
like the 1929 Colombian Pavilion, however, did not exude a
political character. Instead, indigenism was cast as a portion
of a “cultural” (art-oriented) initiative. Here, Luis Alberto Acuña,
a Colombian-born, European-trained painter and sculptor, stan-
ds out as the Liberal Republic artist per excellence. Recognized
for his bold exploration of composition, line, form and auto-
chthonous subject matter, Acuña had been previously touted
for his capacity to “make art that is ours” (hacer arte nues-

tro).32  Like Rozo, Acuña highlighted pre-Columbian myths and
imagery in his work, although his oeuvre was realist and aca-
demic. Acuña remained exceedingly active throughout the Li-
beral Republic period: as cultural attaché in Mexico under pre-
sident Eduardo Santos; as Director of staging for the National
Theater Company; and as professor at the Escuela Nacional de
Bellas Artes (promoting the students’ “deep involvement and
immersion (conpenetración) with the land”), among other char-
ges.33  In the last years of the Liberal Republic period art critic
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Walter Engel described the artist’s most recent work:

Two (paintings) take up the theme of the Indian’s Christian faith.
Baptism shows the moment in which a boy, surrounded by his Indi-
an family, receives the first sacred sacrament from a priest who is
also of Indian race. The second religious oil painting is The Adorati-
on of the Holy Christ of Viracachá, where we see Indian campesinos
gathered around the venerated image. Both paintings distinguish
themselves for their original circular composition around a sacred
religious object: in the first case, the head of the boy baptized by the
priest’s hands; in the other, the miraculous crucifix.34

Engel’s passage, intended to evince Acuña’s “distinct social
tenor,” reveals the facility with which state-endorsed indige-
nist art could enable paternalistic portrayals of “Colombian re-
ality.” Yet such works could also be interpreted, as did histori-
an Juan Friede, as representational bases on which to found a
“social struggle.”35  In this way, Acuña’s indigenist works offe-
red an “open” symbology that underwrote diverse (even con-
trasting) interpretations of a national reality: the perfect visual
fodder for the “suppressed radicalism” within the Liberal Repu-
blic.36  Furthermore, as the previous passage reveals, Acuña’s
creative oeuvre was not solely indigenist. Moreover, his endea-
vors as a scholar generate “contrasting” publications such as a
tract on Colombia’s colonial-Catholic art tradition and the self-
proclaimed “first book to consider pre-historic Colombian cul-
ture solely in terms of art.” Accordingly, Acuña was heralded
not just as an indigenist but also as “un letrado, (…) a histori-
an, even more, an archeologist”: a progressive yet safe ombu-
dsmen to represent (and present) the nation.37

Indigenism as a cultural program was thus politically expe-
dient, particularly as a celebratory movement based on “recog-
nition.” It could funnel (and thus squelch) leftist energies at the
same time that it helped consolidate a state-party base. The
creation of Law 61 of 1937, for example, made for the official
commemoration of the four-hundredth anniversary of the des-
truction of the so-called “Temple of the Sun” (the name given to
a recently discovered Muisca ruin destroyed by European ex-
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plorers during the conquest).38  With its passage through the
government, an alternate projection of national indigeneity oc-
curred in the Senate hall. Senator Lleras Camargo (future ac-
ting-president within the Liberal Republic) supported the bill
as a rightful “homage to our predecessors of the Chibcha race.”
He explicated the founding of a school in Boyacá (a measure
connected to the bill) in the following terms:

(We found the school) for that is indeed what the unredeemed race
needs so that it may rise to the heights of the civilized races, which
have so deeply vexed and humiliated them without motive or reason
(…) How are we, senators, to deny a project of this kind, when throu-
gh it we render homage to the very patria? 39

Unlike the broadly atavistic notion of national race expoun-
ded in Universidad, Lleras’s ultimate decree that day—that “we
are all indigenous”—was based on blood. Colombians were,
categorically, of both Indian and Spaniard “stock.” And since
one stock was as good as the other, there was no point in not

recognizing indigeneity. Under this premise, debates on race,
inequity and oppression could be (and were) considered to be
finalized and dropped. It was thus, as Lleras stated in his con-
cluding remarks on the bill, unacceptable for the government
to “lose time on such discussions.”40  This not uncommon pro-
jection of national indigeneity also lent itself to historicizing lo
indio into the past. The time of “chibchas” was then and what
remained was, as Senator Lleras’s specified, an “unredeemed
race.” This discursive notion, largely unproblematic to the whi-
te and “whiter” urbanites of Bogotá, enabled a sense of privile-
ge for the urban class that helped to form it. They, in turn, were
contemporary Colombians: timely agents of the nation, appro-
priate stewards for the patria. Nevertheless, advocates of this
form of state-cultural management could still exalt lo indio as
a source of a national political essence. Germán Arciniegas, for
instance, highlighted “the Chibcha nation” in 1937 for their “note
of intelligence (and) sense for politics. (…) Characteristics that
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still model (…) our character more strongly than any social or
political factor derived from the other pueblos in our historical
evolution.”41

PROJECTED CONTRASTS: NON-INDIGENEITY

You, Colombians, have a privileged situation with two rou-

tes to the seas, enormous wealth (and of all kinds), and a truly

classic culture within modern America.42

 — President of Chile Carlos Ibáñez de Campo, 1929

Beyond the legislative and art initiatives of the Liberal ad-
ministrations, evocations of lo indio operated in different con-
texts and towards different interests. Here, we turn to “mains-
tream” projections of nationality in Bogotá to highlight how
the Liberal government’s “indigenist intervention” contrasted
with, but was also influenced by, entrenched notions of “cultu-
re” and national identity. Since the nineteenth century, a promi-
nent projection of national identity in Colombia derived from
imagining the nation as home to an academic and “lettered”
tradition. Herein, Bogotá was salient as the “Athens of South
America,” home to a class of Bogotanos prideful in their know-
ledge of the Greeks, Romans, and more generally, of “culture”
and “civilization.”43  In 1939, a U.S. commentator mockingly
noted that,

Isolated from the rest of the world, (Bogotano) aristocrats (have)
turned to education not as a useful tool of accomplishment, but as
something to cultivate for the pure intellectual enjoyment of it. (…)
This devotion to culture has become a characteristic of the country.
Erudition appears to drip from the pores of the Colombian. On ques-
tions restricted to highly cultural subjects there are thousands who
could, with credit to themselves, appear as guests on the “Informa-
tion Please” program. If a visitor is not careful he will find himself
dragged into a discussion about the influence of Proust or the form
of the French novel or be compelled to betray his ignorance by a
confession that he is not familiar with the works or even the names
of any of the long list of eminent Colombian poets.44
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It should be noted that when the North American author sta-
ted that Bogotanos were isolated from the rest of the world, he
also referred to their isolation from the rest of their own coun-
try, and thus, from the presence of indigenous and African cul-
tures within the country. Similarly telling is Nicolás García
Samudio’s 1921 comprehensive review of Colombian literatu-
re, which spent considerable time recounting the “impartial
observers” since Colonial times who recognized the “superiori-
ty of Colombian literature.”45  In the article, García Samudio
chose to reprint Spanish diplomat Juan Valera’s eloquent ac-
count of arriving in Bogotá. The passage evinces both the his-
toric “cultural isolationism” of the Colombian capital as well
as the prestigious weight of the Athenian identification:

On learning of the tremendous obstacles to be overcome before
reaching Bogotá, and of the subsequent pleasure and delight affor-
ded by the life of Bogotá, I recalled the ancient Greek fable about the
country of the Hyperboreans which was only accessible by traver-
sing distant snow-clad mountains, exceedingly perilous and quite
beyond the reach of human abodes of any kind. Once past the bar-
barity and horror of these mountains, however, the traveler found
himself amid an excellent community, a privileged people favored of
the god Apollo, where hardly a native but sang and played deli-
ghtfully on the lyre, where beautiful women danced and sang with
equal ease and elegance, and all hearts were captivated by their
genius and grace.46

The “Athenian” projection of nationality projected Colombia
as a specifically white nation rooted in a “Western” tradition.
And as today, the imputed value of this intellectual heritage
appealed to Colombian urbanites as something timeless and
incorruptible. Conveniently, the Athenian projection of natio-
nality also allowed identifiers to directly connect the Greece of
antiquity to Colombia, thus bypassing Spain and all of Europe
as a “source” of Colombianidad.47  To intervene in this comfor-
table imaginary with notions of a national indigeneity—to dis-
turb the classical standards of beauty and harmony as the Li-
beral state repeatedly did—smacked (for some) of sacrilege.
Conservative Party ideologue and future president Laureano
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Gómez accordingly attacked the Liberal Ministry of Education
for its promotion of “inability and ordinariness.” In a published
anti-indigenist tirade (replete with references to Taine, Plato,
Homer and other literary “greats”) Gómez disparaged his Libe-
ral opponents as a degenerative force. Subsequently, he direc-
ted his attack at the work of Diego Rivera and his inclusion of
“exotic figures.”48

But the cultural theory expounded through the Liberal state
actually paralleled Gomez’s stratified, instrumental view of “cul-
ture.” The difference here was that “culture” would be inclusi-
ve. In a 1945 interview, for example, Germán Arciniegas un-
derscored the importance of el pueblo in underwriting the cul-
tural values of the future:

What could be done with popular theater, popular libraries, with
expositions, etc. (he argued) is infinitely more important than has
been imagined. By accustoming the pueblo to not only participate
in chichería gatherings or stick-and-stone street demonstrations,
we change the physiognomy of our country a bit. If we provide that
pueblo free educative cinema, open air enactments, good expositi-
on and conference programs, etc. we familiarize it with much nobler
activities that elevate the common level.49

The move towards Colombianidad would thus be dialecti-
cal, no longer rooted in mythic Athenian splendor but directed
towards the realization of “universal” culture.50  In 1941 Dario
Achury Valenzuela, Director of the Extension of Culture and Arts,
expressed the government’s resolve to transcend the restrictive
impositions of European cultural thought. Referencing the re-
newed outbreak of war in Europe, Achury Valenzuela conten-
ded that insofar as Colombian intellectual life could not “be
nourished solely on the remains of a sinking culture, it (was)
time and it (made) sense to acquire self-consciousness.”51

Achury Valenzuela posited a global system based on the “coe-
xistence of all cultures and (with the exclusion of) all privile-
ges.” This was a system in the making. Within it, Colombian
national culture would be crafted under the state. Here, “the
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existence of a directing elite—the human element that qualifies
(any manifestations of) culture” worked to neutralize the “mis-
leading influences of aristocratic individualism” common to
cosmopolitan groups of the nation.52  Through this Hegelian fra-
mework, state agents could deduce in anything (from Europe-
an design to indigenist art; from daily colloquialisms to printed
literatures) the proper zeitgeist of an inchoate Colombianidad.
Conversely, this posture enabled the categorization and sup-
pression of “incidental” cultural practices (found in garb, diet
and other social practices) that could be systematically sin-
gled out and suppressed.

A look at local zoning measures in Bogotá during this time,
however, demonstrates that local policy favored the practices
of only certain cultural economies in the elevation of “the com-
mon level.” Recalling Arciniegas’s dismissive remarks on chi-
chería gatherings, let us focus on the suppression of this indi-
genous practice within the city.53  As early as 1910, Bogotá
newspapers were singling out local chicherías as the site of
urine stenches and “drunken Indians.”54  Gradually stigmatized
as the cause of bad sanitation and hygiene, chicha was gradu-
ally stigmatized in Bogotá and, by 1922, barred from the city
center.55  (This, despite the fact that chicha provided by some
estimates over half of the daily calorie intake of certain popula-
tions.)56  For example, a 1929 El Tiempo editorial [provocatively
titled, “The Chicha Monopoly (…): How the city is victim to the
most scandalous business ever seen”] warned the public of the
“disastrous consequences” associated with Chicha, going on
to laud the mayor for helping “liberate” the city of this “vice.”57

The text was accompanied by an open letter from presumed
“chicha monopolist” Pedro Elías Mora. Elías Mora identified and
bemoaned the anti-chicha campaign being carried out in El Ti-

empo and marked it as uninformed and impractical. In the let-
ter to the influential newspaper, he proposed to work with the
local administration to bottle chicha and regulate its alcohol
content. But beyond this conciliatory proposal, Elías Mora de-
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fended chicha drinking as a national practice. He argued that if
Chicha really entailed “all the troubles that are attributed to it –
that it is an exceedingly intoxicating beverage that stupefies,
degenerates and brings out bad instincts more than any other
alcoholic beverage (it would have to be) recognized that (…)
our pueblo would have to be the most stupid, cretin-like and
perverse on Earth.”58

That Elías Mora would need to make such a defense is iro-
nic: this editorial piece was placed one page away from the El

Tiempo’s routinely-run Johnny Walker Scotch advertisement.
At this time, beer consumption in Colombia was also on the
rise. By the 1920s, Bogotá’s Bavaria beer company was expan-
ding their production to reach a wider, less affluent public. The
company’s marketing campaign included the creation of new
brands to draw on the region’s informal chicha economy, some
with telling names like Higiénica and No Mas Chicha.59  Despi-
te resistances like Elías Mora’s, suppression of chicha conti-
nued in the city throughout the Liberal Republic period. By 1936
chicherías had been relegated to the urban periphery, and by
1939, chicha consumption was prohibited in city festivals.60

But to detect such anti-Indian biases, one need not read be-
tween the lines. Mainstream media coverage of a 1933 military
confrontation between Colombia and Peru widely portrayed it
as the clash of Indian barbarity and criollo civilization. The con-
frontation became headline news in 1932 after the Peruvian
government endorsed the occupation of the Amazonian port
town of Leticia, part of territory recently ceded to Colombia.61

The event did not conclude without a bombing operation and
the sacking of the Colombian embassy in Lima. An article in
Cromos (a magazine connected to cosmopolitan trends and
fashions) reflected on these events in conjunction with the en-
tirety of Latin America history to suggest that:

Only Mexicans and Peruvians conserve genuinely indigenous cha-
racteristics. The rest of the nations (pueblos) are more Spanish for,
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other than somatic features, they do not hold a culture that merits
the name of autochthonous. Accordingly, while the Mexicans, inhe-
ritors of the Aztecs, shows themselves to be valiant and confident,
and while we are simply Iberian, the Peruvians are and continue to
be Incas by blood and education.62

According to the author, Jorge Llanos, it was a liability to
possess Indian blood, whereas Spanish blood was naturally
advantageous. Peruvians were accordingly portrayed as con-
genitally treacherous. Colombians—inheritors of “Western Cul-
ture”—were, on the other hand, the New World promulgators of
modernity.63  It was in this vein of thought that El Tiempo mo-
ckingly summarized the Peruvian case presented for mediation
at The Hague as a futile display of “Inca diplomacy.”64

Llanos’s article resonated with other texts in the magazine
that (implicitly or explicitly) advanced the long-standing psycho-
logical thesis, here evoked derisively as Peru’s “tropical pla-
gue.” This item of “common” knowledge was underwritten in
anthropological discussions of recent times. Herein, the envi-
ronment was a determinant factor in crystallizing the cultural
potential of social groupings. In Carlos Cuervo Marquez’s Orí-

genes etnográficos de Colombia (1917), for instance, Colombia’s
jungle “tribes” were deemed to be primitive and “less apt for
culture” while the highland “Chibchas” were presented as a more
“valiant, intrepid, intelligent and ambitious race” of “softer cus-
toms and a sweeter character.”65  It was thus possible, for a
readership so inclined, to posit an environmental-biological
affliction to “explain” the “primitive” war acts of a southern
neighbor. The indigenist projection of national indigeneity for-
mulated through the Liberal government thus challenged com-
mon misconceptions regarding lo indio. But as a cultural (aes-
thetic) movement, state sanctioned indigenism would not offer
a stable base from which to “redeem” the indigenous in Co-
lombia insofar as it was trend-susceptible to markets of taste
and opinion. Especially after the 1950s, indigenism would be
undermined as propagandistic and simply out-dated, hence-
forth making it difficult to locate as a thriving movement.66  In
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the realm of science, however, the state would promote a radi-
cal reconsideration of Colombian indigeneity that directly chal-
lenged previous state-sanctioned projections of lo indio, as
historically passive “naturals,” in some cases guided by (as a
1908 teachers’ manual put it) “a passion for human flesh (so
strong) they often declared war (…) to devour the fallen com-
batants and prisoners”.67  Under the administrations of the Li-
beral Republic, indigeneity would no longer be projected as a
historical remnant or, in Tylorian terms, a cultural “survival”
destined to disappear.68  Instead, the National Republic period
would give way to a more secular, less nationalistic “official”
scientifically-informed projection of lo indio. As we will see,
this process was underwritten by the conviction of indigeneity
as a national resource.

SCIENCE AND PROGRESS

High is your honor; transcendental your mission; grave your

responsibility. (For) your task (…) is no longer one of charity; of

changing the dark of ignorance to the light of knowledge. (…)

You must now illuminate minds, guide spirits, provide norms

of life. (…) You will provide generations (of students) the wea-

pons of instruction.69

 - Head of the National University of Colombia Agustín Nie-
to Caballero, addressing the University faculty (1940)

When the Liberal party came into power, they did so in the
spirit of change and progress. In 1931, for example, President
Olaya Herrera described the country’s transportation infrastruc-
ture as an “evil” resulting from “lack of scientific study.” Under
the new state, he asserted, development plans would be ad-
vanced by means of “laws and methods.”70  Liberal adminis-
trations generally followed their Conservative predecessors in
the promotion of a national agriculture economy oriented by
free-market liberalism. Nevertheless, the government’s concer-
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ted effort to create a national identity founded on (in the words
of Marcos Palacios) “rationalism, humanism and economic li-
beralism” fueled the development of a national research agen-
da.71  This required the gathering of demographic datum (dra-
wn through folklore, psychological, and biographical studies)
in order to “lay the bases,” as Arciniegas put it, “without which
we cannot construct a culture or civilization.”72
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Despite the decline of aesthetic indigenism after the 1940s,
some urbanites continued to view the “Colombian Indian”
as an untapped social force within the nation. Indigeneity
was often posited as a labor resource whose potentialities—
“unredeemed” or “slumbering within nature”—could be acti-
vated towards the needs of the state. Armando Solano, for
instance, complained that “the most considerable force of
our economy” continued to be “lost to the community.” “We
are not taking advantage,” he explained, “of the natural and
inherited dispositions of those closest to the cradle of our
race.”73  In this section, I trace the categorization and orga-
nization of the social sciences through the Liberal Republic
period. In this mode of analyzing lo indio, indigeneity was
posited as an unexplored realm of social facts and, as some
might have it, national truths.

The concern for engaging lo indio was connected to a bro-
ader specialized debate on a so-called “Indian problem.” The
largest exponent of this debate was the Interamerican Indige-
nist Institute (III), founded at the 1938 International Conferen-
ce of American Nations. Its official journal, América Indigena,
presented “facts and phenomena derived from the observati-
ons, investigations and experiments” of “experts on Indian life
(and) sociological matters.”74  From this empirical base, the
III sought to exert political influence to “clarify, stimulate and
coordinate the Indian policies of the various (American) nati-
ons; said policies being construed as the aggregation of desi-
derata, standards and measures that should be applied (throu-
ghout those countries).”75

Although Colombia did not immediately become a member
of the III, the Liberal administrations of this period facilitated
the rise of various organizations that advanced similar “india-
nist” concerns.76  The creation of new academic programs at
the National University of Colombia and the establishment of
the Escuela Normal Superior (for advanced social science rese-
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arch) harbored studies that sought to make Colombia the ne-
xus of its own development plans and models.77  The rise of a
new, state-buttressed science apparatus was greeted by many
as an historic moment to forge a new national destiny. Head of
the National University of Colombia, Agustín Nieto Caballero,
for instance, portrayed it from an idealized, utopian perspecti-
ve. “In times to come” he proclaimed, “we will be unknown
soldiers, but then the joy of binding our efforts in a work of
lasting nobility will befit us all.”78

A parallel series of legislations from this period nationalized
“in general, every object that by nature or precedence is derived
from some good that authentically pertains to a property (in-

mueble) of the (pre-Columbian epoch).”79  The legislations were
similarly framed in eloquent, patriotic language. One law, for
example, affirmed the state’s continuation of the “glorious sci-
entific tradition” of “cultivating pure science; the investigation
of truth for its own sake and the study of the great themes of
nature and human thought.” These “cultural labors,” it was
decreed, were “of supreme interest for the future of the patria.”
Decree 1060 of 1936 further nationalized property rights over
all indigenous patrimony in the country and prohibited the ex-
patriation of “archeological, artistic, natural or historic speci-
men” without government sanction. It further required all ar-
cheological missions (regularly carried out by foreign investi-
gators) to register with the state. In this way, a field of archeo-
logical exploration was opened for a productive engagement of
what some Colombians viewed as “our humanities.”

Further enabling Indian studies, in 1936 the government es-
tablished the National Archeological Service for the supervisi-
on of archeological studies being carried out in Colombia. Gre-
gorio Hernández de Alba was appointed to lead this organiza-
tion. As an ethnographer and fervent pro-Indian “networker,”
Hernández de Alba promoted an “indigenist cause” founded on
the conviction that “only by respecting the traditional and the
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important aspects of indigenous life can we aid (indigenous
groups) in culture, hygiene, and economy.” Many of Hernández
de Alba’s texts (within and beyond academics) were imbued
with impassioned evocations of indo-American identity. His
article in a 1944 edition of América Indigena, “Lo indio as an
American expression”, stated that observations of “Indian cul-
tures and morphology, in the medullar, the characteristic, and
the transcendental (…) now present and show (the existence)
of a great unity.”80

In 1938 Hernández de Alba co-founded La Sociedad Colom-
biana de Estudios Arqueológicos (The Columbian Society of
Archeological Studies), which organized the first public anthro-
pological exposition in Colombia. Clara Isabel Botero has writ-
ten on this event as an example of how Colombia was moved
by scientists “to recognize and value its roots in the ancient
prehispanic societies.”81  The exposition included an archeolo-
gical exhibit, a conference series and, throughout the span of
the event, the presence of fifty indigenous invitees, representing
various ethnic groups throughout Colombia. The event was
considered an official success and garnished Hernández de Alba
a commemorative medal from Bogotá mayor Gustavo Santos.
The token recognized the anthropologist as the “keeper of the
sacred fire of our archeological concerns.” Without doubt, it
must have assured Hernández de Alba of his conviction that
“the man of science” could bring “the full vision of (the) darke-
ned time of Colombia” to the national forefront.82

In 1941 the government also created the Instituto Etnológi-
co Nacional (IEN), heralded outside the country as “an excel-
lent example of the stimulus given by the Colombian govern-
ment to the advancement of science and to the improvement of
living conditions among the natives.”83  The prominent French
ethnographer Paul Rivet (exiled in Colombia with the help of
President Eduardo Santos and his former student in France,
Hernández de Alba) was appointed to lead the institute and
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continue the development of a professional social science pro-
gram through the center.84  Rivet’s texts, published in Colombia
as early as 1938, exemplified a French orientation to science
and humanities production where, as James Clifford has ex-
plained, “ethnographic evidence and an ethnographic attitude
could function in the service of a subversive cultural criticism.”85

The Liberal Republic thus facilitated the agendas of trained spe-
cialists dedicated to expounding (as Rivet phrased it) “all that
is owed to Indian civilization.”86

The state-endorsed initiative for carrying out Indian studies,
however, was contentious, reflecting broader processes of so-
cio-political inclusion and exclusion making. It entailed, for
instance, categorizing the normative mode for conducting prac-

tical research. In a 1941 edition of América Indigena Javier Uran-
go identified three modes for engaging in this work: accidental

(particular to politicians and bureaucrats), theoretical (related
to academics), and practical, which entailed, according to the
author, the “resolve, from the start, to constitute (oneself) as a
combative being.”87  However, not all Indian-studies practitio-
ners aspired to carry out a combative science. This situation
left some anthropologists feeling disconcerted and at a loss as
to what might be a course of action for those who avowed not
wanting to enter a “maze of stultifying political contradictions
but who are interested only in helping the Indians of America
who have suffered hunger and oppression for so long.”88

In 1941 Hernández de Alba, along with Antonio García, foun-
ded the Colombian Indigenist Institute (IIC). The IIC was a pro-
ponent of “organic indigenism,” a mode of analysis that em-
phasized the relationship between indigenous social organiza-
tion and state structure.89  The very creation of the (non state-
incorporated) IIC reflected the belief of the government’s gene-
ral unwillingness to promote, as Hernández de Alba put it, the
“logical political consequences” derived from the social scien-
ces.90  Hernández de Alba avowed using anthropological data
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towards generating practical conclusions related to state or-
ganization and practice. His interpretation of the relationship
between the Indian and the land, for instance, supported a po-
litical conviction that the state should protect resguardos (com-
munal indigenous landholdings) but still intervene within indi-
genous communities towards the augmentation of “producti-
on,” their health, and thus, their capacity to “collaborate with
the progress of Colombia.”91  In a 1945 communication with III
Director Manuel Gámio, Hernández de Alba reaffirmed this sta-
te-oriented position, contending that:

If the State lacks an indigenist conscience, we must impart it; that
this cannot be done in any other way (than through institutional
integration); and that the cause of the indigenous behooves us not
to impart antipathies to it, to not make it part of political platforms;
that it should always be presented as national policy of broad nati-
onal and American utility.92

Yet within the IIC itself, Hernández de Alba’s integrationist
posture was a point of contention. IIC co-founder Antonio Gar-
cía and secretary Blanca Ochoa sought to steer an independent
course for the IIC. They interpreted Hernández de Alba’s inte-
ractions with the Colombian government and III as “isolated”
conversations that ignored the IIC’s broader “unified objecti-
ves.”93  Some letters in Hernández de Alba’s archive suggest
that the IIC’s internal battle was intense to the point of bre-
aking out into physical confrontations. Hernández de Alba ca-
tegorized the organizational rift as a case of having to choose
between “a practical indigenism, on the one hand, and a solely
literal and protestant indigenism, on the other.”94  Neverthe-
less, the fact that Indian studies had become so politicized in
Colombia certainly could not have facilitated Hernández de Alba’s
attempts to have any indigenist study program valued or legi-
timized by the government. Hence, the gradual marginalizati-
on of Hernández de Alba from “official” science during this pe-
riod reflected the state’s preference for an institutionalized re-
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search agenda oriented towards more universal (non Colom-
bia-specific) themes and topics that, in the words of Carlos
Uribe, legitimized a “merely scientific, (…) cultureless (i.e.,
homogenous) conception of society constrained to a bour-
geois vision of cultural change.”95  In 1943, Hernández de Alba
voiced a similar critique but on more nationalistic and per-
sonal terms. Writing as director of the, by then, largely mar-
ginalized Archeological Service, he warned that the govern-
ment had become estranged from the nation’s “social inte-
rests” insofar as it placed indigenous studies in the hands of
foreign investigators (a clear reference to Rivet) who could
only exploit “our social phenomena as simple factums to
accumulate into theories.”96

However, out of the contentious arena we have just explo-
red, numerous scientists of different stripes helped find new
grounds on which to project an alternate vision of national in-
digeneity. In this new formulation, lo indio would be embraced
and exalted, this time in a lasting manner, as a salient marker
of a proud Colombian heritage.

URBAN CONTEXTS / URBAN CONCEITS

[Pre-Columbian society] was a great artistic culture of con-

summate artists, for otherwise, they could not have made pie-

ces of such perfect harmony and beauty.97

- Carlos Mercado Cuero, Sábado, 1945.

The focus thus far has been on indigenist political discourse,
state cultural initiatives, and scientific organization in Colom-
bia, to demonstrate how urban fields of practice enabled varied
projections of a national indigeneity. In this section, the focus
will be on another, interrelated dimension involved in the pro-
jection of Colombian indigeneity since the Liberal Republic pe-
riod: material constructions that reified lo indio as an element
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of the built environment. Armando Silva has argued that the
materiality of urban space serves as an initial base to underwrite
the collective-cognitive paradigms through which the “imagi-
ned city” is cast.98  Following this insight, we explore material
constructions that transformed the broad experiential environ-
ment during this period, a process that literally urbanized lo
indio, effectively projecting national indigeneity into a “mains-
tream” socio-collective reality.99

We encountered an instance of this mainstream projection
of national identity in Hernández de Alba’s 1938 Archeological
and Ethnographic exposition. Here indigenous artifacts from
distinct cultures and pre-Columbian societies were unified in a
“Colombia-comprehensive” display of heritage and patrimony
that highlighted Indigenous design and monumentality. As a
material presentation, this projection of indigeneity was easily
incorporated into Bogotá’s fourth centennial celebrations whe-
re it stood as “one of the most attractive spectacles” for parti-
cipants in the local festivities.100

This was not the first time that “Colombian” artifacts had
been recognized for their “quality” in aesthetic design and ela-
boration. National Museums, for instance, had been part of an
official institutional landscape since the birth of Colombia as
an independent state. By the twentieth century, National Mu-
seums advanced an urban-centered, “enlightened” engagement
with pre-Columbian artifacts, featuring them as objects wor-
thy of close formal study. The rise of the Liberal Republic, as we
have seen, invested a national value into such artifacts with
the passing of patrimony and archeological regulation bills. It
is not surprising, then, that anthropological investigations pro-
duced during the Liberal Republic period would highlight the
aesthetic qualities of indigenous production. Furthermore, the
move to understand the cultural productions of indigenous and
non-western peoples as objects of “aesthetic pleasure” was not
uncommon, particularly after the publication of Franz Boaz’s
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Primitive Art (1925) and the indigenist-nativist explorations of
numerous artists throughout the Americas and Europe in the
first half of the twentieth century. In Colombia, for example,
Rivet referred to indigenous cultural production of as “testimo-
nies of the Indian’s creative genius” and a basis for doing away
with the “inferiority complex that, at times, I have been able to
note in America as a consequence of its ethnic heterogenei-
ty.”101  Not incidentally, the gold production of Muiscas, Quim-
baya, Sinú, Tayrona and other pre-Columbian groups was exal-
ted in nationalistic terms. These items evinced Colombia’s sta-
tus as home to (in the words of Luis Alberto Acuña) the “best
goldsmiths of America” as well as the “high category that our
Colombian tribes possessed alongside the Aztecs, Mayas and
Incas within the panorama of pre-Columbian civilizations.”102

As a reified (scientific, aesthetic) treasure, indigenous culture
could thus be conceived also as a “national” expression as well.

But a specialized discourse on pre-Indigenous splendor alo-
ne could not guarantee the lasting reification of a “national tre-
asure” that projected an attractive (aesthetic) notion of Colom-
bian indigeneity to an urban-centered public. Colombia’s Nati-
onal Museum, for instance, did not possess the economic sol-
vency to overcome the informal and unregulated markets that
sent the most brilliant gold artifacts into private hands, often
outside of the country. This practice was so regular at the turn
of the century that Colombian anthropologists could report
matter-of-factly the sale of their artifacts to foreign instituti-
ons, or in one case, a Conservative presidential administration
simply “gifted” away the so-called “Quimbaya treasure” to
Spain as a token of diplomatic gratitude.103  In a 1940 corres-
pondence to the Direction Nacional de Bellas Artes, for exam-
ple, Hernández de Alba pleaded the state to muster the politi-
cal will to buy a private Colombian artifact collection currently
of interest to foreign buyers. This was the best method, Her-
nández de Alba, suggested, to confront the international gua-
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quería, a practice based, as he explained, on enabling “rights
to so-called archeologists to (for being foreigners) take what
they please” from a national patrimony.104

Gradually but definitively, Colombia’s Bank of the Republic
became the institution that carried out this safeguarding-nati-
onalizing function. Founded in 1923 with the assistance of U.S.
economic advisor Edwin Kemmerer, the Bank was structured
to increase and manage the nation’s gold reserve.105  In 1939
the bank was officially entrusted with the role of state archeo-
logical buyer and by the early 1940s became the proprietor of
the world’s largest pre-Columbian gold work collection: a col-
lection comprised solely of national patrimony. At this time the
bank began to publicize the existence of the collection and pla-
ced it under professional curatorship. This was the first move
towards the creation of Colombia’s Museo del Oro, or “Gold
Museum” (as it is also known today outside of Colombia). The
seductive name was coined in 1944 by Hernández de Alba as
the title of the Bank’s first collection catalog.106  The name po-
sited the collection as offering a primarily aesthetic (not a sci-
entific or explicitly national) experience. Ironically, it referred to
indigenous artifacts through the name of a museum that did
not exist as a constructed museum per se. Nevertheless, em-
phasis could be placed on the Bank’s offering although this ul-
timately depended on the existence of the artifacts themselves.
A newspaper article from 1945, for instance described the col-
lection as a spectacle of “true art, and not (just) a distraction
by the ancient inhabitants of Colombia.”107

In this way, the artifact collection served as decontextuali-
zed visual fodder towards the creation of indigenous “master-
pieces.” The 1944 catalog, as well as other Museum publicity
from this period, typically featured images of singular indige-
nous works amenable to discussions of form and beauty. In the
display cases at the Bank of the Republic (available mostly to
affluent bank clientele and distinguished visitors of state) “pri-
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zed” patrimony was also presented to harmonize with other
symbolic icons of nationality.108  The presentation of indigenous
artifacts by the Bank of the republic thus serves as the most
salient example of how a notion of national indigeneity was
visually formulated to evoke an affective response in specta-
tors. One commentator in 1945, for example, affirmed that the
collection provoked “impressions and sentiments that incite
us to move deeper into the indigenous culture of our land.”109

In 1948 former Bogotá mayor and National Director of Fine Arts,
Gustavo Santos, similarly pointed to the transcendental value
of the Bank collection in aesthetic, universalist terms. The col-
lection, he contended, demonstrated “not that previous times
were better, but that in all times and places and with small
variants, all is the same. (…) In those art works of primitive
pueblos (and yet, not so primitive) we see (…) some of the most
constant expressions of civilization across all time”110  It was
thus that the Bank of the Republic facilitated a broad “natio-
nal” movement that [to paraphrase Hernández de Alba] chal-
lenged the country’s tendency to “observe only the European
factors of its nationality,” and thus maintain a “general una-
wareness [of their] physical and social person.”111

Outside of Colombia, the Gold Museum was similarly tou-
ted as a state initiative indicative of Colombia’s broad heritage
and contemporary character. We see Gold Museum publicity,
for instance, inserted into Pan-American conferences and dis-
cussions concerned with national culture. Generally, Pan-Ame-
rican cultural discourse was guided by the goal, as Berkeley
historian Herbert E. Bolton expressed it, that the “sister repu-
blics” of the Americas come to know each other. This included
an appreciation of, in his words:

the whole body of (American) civilization, (each nation’s) way of life,
(its) modes of thought, (its) religious mold, (its) social structure, (its)
manner of artistic, spiritual and intellectual expression. (All that
which) embodies the sum total of the nation’s heritage from the
remote and the less remote past.112
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After 1944 Hernández de Alba actively inserted news of the
Gold Museum into Pan-American discussions in the spirit of
solidifying Pan-American “union of thought, in science (and) in
indigenous union of origin.”113  In a 1946 edition of the Boletín

de la Unión Panamericana, Hernández de Alba announced the
existence of the (still not public) Gold Museum to an internati-
onal audience. He focused on the centrality of gold to the Chib-
cha and Quimbaya “kingdoms,” taking time to also eulogize
the Bank of the Republic’s patronage to the anthropological
sciences. One day, he predicted,

(Its) collections may tell us of those long-ago cultures, of the creati-
ve minds that reigned in (pre-Columbian) kingdoms and of their
inventive genius. (…) (The Gold Museum) will be an emblem of the
similar ideologies, techniques, (and) spiritual aspirations that the
men of our continent had before the arrival of the white man from
Europe.114

But it would be a mistake to view the Bank’s artifact col-
lections as the particular origin of this mainstream visual pro-
jection of Colombian indigeneity. Unfortunately, this is exac-
tly what numerous post-indigenist commentators have sou-
ght to do. A 2003 article by Efraín Sánchez Cabra, for exam-
ple, contended that,

The cult of the Indian existed (only) in Mexico, where their ancient
and monumental constructions could be found and there had just
occurred an Indian and campesino revolution. It is undeniable that
there had been an authentic appreciation for pre-Hispanic heritage
in Colombia, but the seed (for national indigeneity) was planted
only when there was abundant material evidence of the marvels of
the ancient inhabitants of Colombia for all to see.115

Sánchez Cabra argues that only with the creation of the Gold
Museum did lo indio come to be seen “as an amenity, and not
as a liability.” Such efforts to bring erasure to the efforts of pro-
Indian artists, politicians, scientists and others since the 1920s
to make indigeneity a national virtue reflects the continued
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unease that surrounds notions of national indigeneity in Co-
lombian.116  It should also not be forgotten that the artifact-
based projection of indigeneity of the Gold Museum was itself
circumscribed by broader processes of urban construction fue-
led by the government and that transformed a generalized “ci-
tizen point of view” towards embracing a notion of national
indigeneity.117  For example, the artifact exhibitions from Her-
nández de Alba’s 1938 Archeological and Ethnographic Expo-
sition were displayed that year at the recently inaugurated Na-
tional Library of Colombia. It was thus in a modern constructi-
on that indigenous patrimony was welcomed and housed. The
state’s construction of a new 300-acre modernist campus for
the National University similarly became, after 1940, an offici-
ally appropriate site on which to gather and organize Indian-
studies and debates. The exploration by academics and stu-
dents of their nation’s living heritage would thus be carried out
amidst the expansive natural landscapes and all-white and
unadorned buildings designed by German architect Leopold
Rather. The new university, described by university head Agus-
tín Nieto Caballero as the “spiritual property of the whole nati-
on,” was thus projected as proof of Colombia’s entry into a
“new stage” in history.118  Accordingly, the more generalized
practice of explicating and exploring indigeneity (not carried
out be specialists) could be associated with the lofty and “cul-
tured” environment afforded by the city’s cutting edge, award-
winning campus. As an urban intervention, then, the Universi-
ty afforded a new space on which to promote, as President
Eduardo Santos explained in 1940, “not only an intellectual
passion, but perhaps even more, a patriotic passion.”119  It should
not surprise us then that the 1968 reconstruction of the Museo
del Oro (having been open to the public since 1959) entailed a
state-of-the-art, award winning modernist structure.

The organization of reified, mainstream projections of nati-
onal indigeneity were facilitated by the prior and parallel dis-
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cursive and institutional interventions we have explored. Alto-
gether, these urban-centered processes fomented a favorable
and lasting notion of indigeneity as a preoccupation of a mo-

dern Colombia. Indeed, under the Liberal Republic, substantial
modernizing transformed the way that many Colombians ima-
gined their country. The modern Colombia was engaged in a
quest to know, understand, and “progress.” In this way, to know
lo indio could be affirmed (officially and triumphantly) as the
desire and the duty of an informed or “cultured” Colombian ci-
tizen. After the Liberal Republic period, the mainstream projec-
tion of modern indigeneity would continue to be inserted into
the urban environment as symbolic thematic. After the 1950s,
for instance, it became possible for visitors to Colombia to ar-
rive in an El Dorado-themed city.120  State-of-the-art modernist
constructions like El Dorado International Airport and the Ave-
nida El Dorado concourse created completely new references
and markers in the urban space and presented a public (Co-
lombian) environment attuned to a heritage of being “the country
of gold.” As a reified element of the experiential urban environ-
ment, lo indio provided a stable and lasting base for the cele-
bratory projection of indigeneity. The movement to “indianize”
the city reached its peak in the 1960s when creation of the
nation’s first skyscrapers—emblems and veritable proof of a
nation’s modern character—became the namesakes of Indige-
nous figures. Tequendama, Bachué and Bochíca—names of pre-
Columbian deities and chiefs (harkening to the “time of the
Chibchas”)—were now also high-rise buildings sprouting from
a capitalist-state economy. Ultimately, the process of urban
revitalization and expansion (which we must remember inclu-
ded the suppression of indigenous practices such as chicha
consumption) allowed elites to project a national identity in-
formed by multiculturalism, but which was nonetheless com-
patible with an urban-centered ethos of progress and develop-
ment. Effectively transposed onto the realm of urbanized visual
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communication, indigeneity could now serve as a resource in
consensus making not only at the national but also internatio-
nal level.121  Indeed, in the decades after the passing of the Li-
beral Republic, more people throughout the world have been
moved to exalt (sometimes admit) the importance and value of
Colombian indigeneity. Behind such “progressive gestures of
recognition” lays a history of unresolved socio-cultural con-
flicts, as well as a present field of socio-political opportunity.
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